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Despite the complete Sunday-ness of today, I took my unshaven self into work to make
creme brulees for an administration dinner tomorrow night. They turned out okay (meaning they set
up and didn’t jiggle like Jell-O, but didn’t look like rubber custards, either). The cremes even smelled
pretty good, although somebody in the kitchen could have used an undie change, and I was
forensically separating the aromas.

I’ve commented on various ESPN troubles over the past six months, many of which have been lurid
and sexually charged. As I was watching what could be the clincher, game 5
of the Yankees/Angels American League Championship Series in New
York, the story crossed the internet of Steve Phillips firing by the Connecticut
based sports information giant. This goes beyond sad to just plain old
disheartening. I really enjoyed the Baseball Tonight line up of three
seasons ago that included Phillips, Harold Reynolds, Jon Kruk and Peter
Gammons. There is something to be said for watching my team rack up a
win and then turning over to ESPN to hear the game (and every game that

day) broken down by the analysts. Kruky and Gammons are still with the network, but Reynolds and
now Phillips have been let go over basically the same thing-inappropriate behavior with staffers. I
am overloaded with ugly thoughts on the whole subject (and I keep checking the game in the other
room-this might take forever).

First, what is it about Brooke Hundley that made Steve Phillips throw away a second career? He
nearly lost the first as Mets GM in 1998 for doing the same thing-sex with an assistant. I am not
being rude, or malicious when I say that neither Hundley or Rosa Rodriguez (Phillips target in ’98)
are physically attractive. So? What was it that makes a man married to his wife for 19 years cheat
with jr. staff members? My analogy would be that of having a sumptuous buffet awaiting at home, but
one’s desk drawer is filled with salty peanuts and pork rinds. He may have been enjoying whomever
and whatever he felt was available to him in the work place. Never mind that he was wrong and
probably mentally damaged. Fulfilling desire was more important to him than his career with the
Mets or ESPN. Who am I to pass judgement, though.

Secondly, this won’t be the straw that breaks ESPN”s back, but it should force them to look at their
corporate culture. There has been a blogosphere rehashing tonight of the network’s recent sexual
scandals, including the firing of Reynolds and the settlement of the  harassment suit brought against
the hosts of the former mess of a show known as Cold Pizza. Somehow, this Summer’s problems
for sideline reporter Erin Andrews fit right into this pattern, too. The boys club in Bristol has to look
inward to its jock heart and change a structure that has enabled man-children to do whatever they
want with female colleagues over the years. Firing Reynolds and Phillips was a start. Hopefully we
don’t hear about the hosts of Mike and Mike in a three-way with a sandwich, or something worse.
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